
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Len Jornlin Announced as  
Appalachian Leadership Institute Fellow 

 
The CEO of Optimize Renewables is one of two Maryland professionals selected by the 

Appalachian Regional Commission for participation in its 40-member 2021-2022 ALI Class. 
 
 
FROSTBURG, MD – October 4, 2021 – On September 28, 2021, the Appalachian Regional 

Commission (ARC) Announced its 2021-2022 Appalachian Leadership Institute (ALI) Fellows. Len 

Jornlin, CEO of Optimize Renewables, was selected to participate in this, the third, ALI class. 

 

The new class Includes 40 Fellows representing a variety of disciplines and backgrounds from 13 

Appalachian States and includes professionals who live and/or work in the Region in a variety of 

sectors including education, healthcare, economic development, tourism, and others. Each Fellow 

brings a unique perspective on the Region’s diverse challenges, opportunities, and strategies. 

 

“I’m thrilled to be included in this year’s Appalachian Leadership Institute Class,” Jornlin said. “Our 

entire company is. It’s an honor. We live here. We work here. We are a catalyst for a region 

transitioning from an extraction economy to a clean-energy economy.” 

 

The ALI’s objective is to empower Fellows to take action to impact the future of the Appalachian 

Region with collaborative solutions. Jornlin intends to participate fully in his ALI Fellowship role.  
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“We are already actively engaged in Appalachian Maryland having lived and worked here for nearly 

17 years,” Jornlin noted. “Optimize Renewables is currently working to plan and implement five 

resilient microgrids in the region, with universities, a hospital, a municipality, and a manufacturer. We 

will apply the same holistic, collaborative Public-Private Partnership (P3) approach that has enabled 

us to develop, finance, and execute such projects in highly-challenging markets – including vital 

applied training curriculum – in distressed areas throughout the balance of Appalachia.” 

 

During his 31-year career, Jornlin and his teams have been responsible for over 2.5 Gigawatts of 

renewable energy and resiliency projects in over 40 countries on five continents. His focus for much 

of the last decade has been on the North American market, with a special emphasis on his home 

state of Maryland. In fact, at his last three companies – all Maryland-based – Jornlin and his co-

founding partners created over 600 local jobs. 

 

“We want to build a community reinvestment loop throughout Appalachia,” Jornlin continued. “Regional 

finance is a significant part of that equation, but so is education. In western Maryland we’re currently 

building a workforce development program and academic ecosystem that integrates a spectrum of 

applied learning opportunities from technical training through to a four-year collegiate degree.” 

 

Jornlin joins fellow Marylander Chandler Sagal, Director of Grants and Development for Allegany 

College of Maryland, Cumberland, Maryland, in the 2021-2022 ALI Class. Sagal plays an integral role 

on the Allegany College campus supporting capital projects and enhancing existing programs 

through the addition of new equipment and instructional support. 

 

– more – 
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As a part of the Leadership Institute, each Fellow will participate in an extensive, nine-month series of 

skill-building seminars featuring regional experts, peer-to-peer learning, and case study analysis. The 

program begins in October and culminates with the Class of 2021-2022’s graduation in July 2022.    

 

“I am honored to congratulate the 2021-2022 class of Appalachian Leadership Institute fellows. 

These phenomenal Appalachians are the driving force of change in their communities,” said ARC 

Federal Co-Chair Gayle Manchin. “Their perseverance and dedication to the region is evident, and I 

have no doubt that this program will aid them in continuing to help their communities grow and 

thrive. The work of this class of fellows—and the ones who came before– gives me hope to the 

future of our Region and is a testament to all that can be accomplished when Appalachians work 

together.”  

 

Upon completion of the program, Appalachian Leadership Institute Fellows will automatically 

become part of the Appalachian Leadership Institute Alumni network, a peer-to-peer working group 

committed to Appalachia’s future.  

 

ARC is a collaboration between 13 states and the Federal government. 

 

About the Appalachian Leadership Institute 

The Appalachian Leadership Institute is a comprehensive regional leadership training program 

developed by the Appalachian Regional Commission in partnership with the University of Tennessee, 

Knoxville; The Howard H. Baker Center for Public Policy; Tuskegee University; and Collective Impact, 

LLC.  For more information, visit: http://www.arc.gov/leadership. 
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About the Appalachian Regional Commission 

The Appalachian Regional Commission is an economic development agency of the federal 

government and 13 state governments focusing on 420 counties across the Appalachian Region. 

ARC’s mission is to innovate, partner, and invest to build community capacity and strengthen 

economic growth in Appalachia to help the Region achieve socioeconomic parity with the nation.  For 

more information, visit: http://www.arc.gov/. 

 

About Optimize Renewables 

Optimize Renewables is dedicated to delivering a new balance of power for organizations across 

North America, especially in underserved markets. A better balance, built on the optimal integration 

of proven, clean, distributed-generation technologies and energy-management solutions, with 

financing. A balance that works with the existing utility infrastructure to deliver efficiency, savings, 

sustainability, and resiliency. A balance that puts customers in control of their energy future while 

enhancing and stacking investor returns. For more information, visit www.OptimizeRenewables.com. 

 

### 

 
 
Contact Information:  
 
Mr. Michael Wright 
Chief Business Solutions Officer 
Optimize Renewables, LLC 
Western Maryland Advanced Technology Center at Frostburg State University Innovation Park  
One Technology Drive, Suite 1105, Frostburg, MD 21532 
Office: 301.778.9300 
Mobile: 610.202.8892 
Email: mwright@OptimizeRenewables.com 
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